
GRANTS TO YOUNG DESIGNER UNDER 30 APPLICATION FORM

'TEXTILE HERITAGE INSPIRING CREATIVES - CREATEX' EUROPEAN PROJECT

(Proj. Ref. No. 595936-CREA-1-2018-1-IT-CULT-COOP3)

The undersigned…………………………………………………………………………………….…………………………

born in …………………………………………………………………… on …………………………………………………

resident in (city and country) …………………………………………………………………………………………………

Address………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

If different from residence, please indicate your domicile (cit and country) ……………………………………………..

Domicile address ……………………………………………………………………………………………………………….

phone number…………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

email……………………………………………………………………………………………………………………………..

social media profiles……………………………………………………………………………………………………………

HEREBY REQUESTS 

admission to the selection process for a grant to realize a creative residency and related activities, as part of the Createx 
European project www.createxproject.eu.

To this end, he/she sends the following documentation via WeTransfer.com to createx@nordiskatextilakademin.se:

[  ] A scanned copy of this form, completed in full and signed (PDF format)

[  ] Self-introduction video (1 minute max.)

[  ] Design presentation.

The undersigned  declares  to  have read  and accepted  all  the  conditions  set  out  in  the  NOTICE OF SELECTION:
GRANTS FOR YOUNG DESIGNERS BETWEEN 18 - 30  CREATEX EUROPEAN PROJECT.

Furthermore, the undersigned authorises:

- Nordiska  Textilakademin  and  Createx  Project  to  use,  free  of  charge,  the  pictures/film  and  audio/video
recordings  (Materials)  of  the  above-mentioned  person  and  of  the  environments,  premises,  objects  and
documents that are sent as part of the application for the creative residency and which are taken during the
course of the TEXTILE HERITAGE INSPIRING CREATIVES - CREATEX project, also in partial and/or modified
or adapted form for institutional, research, cultural and educational purposes, as well as for the dissemination
and communication activities of Nordiska Textilakademin, of the European Union, of the TEXTILE HERITAGE
INSPIRING CREATIVES - CREATEX project and the CREATIVE EUROPE program;

- the use of his/her personal data, free of charge, even in partial and/or modified or adapted form;
- Nordiska Textilakademin, the European Union and the project partners to photograph, film and use (including

but not limited to publishing, reproducing in any way or form, exhibiting, creating derivative works, etc.), free of
charge, the products and the works created within the context of TEXTILE HERITAGE INSPIRING CREATIVES
- CREATEX. 

The undersigned declares that he/she has no claim whatsoever in relation to the above and irrevocably waives any right,
action or claim deriving from the foregoing authorization.
The authorization specified above implies, the granting of a non-exclusive license, without limits of duration and valid
worldwide, transferable to third parties, for the use of the Materials, including but not limited to: the right to publish; the
right to reproduce by any means and in any form; the right to create a transcript and edit, adapt, develop and reduce the
Materials; the right to communicate and distribute to the public, including screening, transmission and diffusion rights
(including but not limited to diffusion through mobile terminals, digital channels, etc.), also in summary and/or reduced
version,  by any existing technical  means or  future means used,  the right  to  keep a copy of  the Materials,  also in
electronic form for the purposes and within the limits defined above.
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http://www.createxproject.eu/


In any case, any use of pictures that may undermine the honor, reputation or dignity of the person portrayed, shot or
recorded is excluded.

the undersigned declares under his/her own responsibility  that what is stated in this form corresponds to truth, the
undersigned is aware that in case of untruthful declarations he/she will forfeit the benefit obtained, as well as facing
criminal sanctions

Place and date ________________________________________

Legible signature _______________________________________

PRIVACY DISCLOSURE
Please note that the data provided by filling out this consent form will be processed using paper and electronic methods, in compliance
with current legislation and the principles of correctness and lawfulness,  transparency and confidentiality;  in this context,  the data
provided, including images, video footage and recordings, including the "Materials", will be used for purposes related and instrumental
to  institutional,  research,  cultural  and  educational  activities,  for  the  dissemination  and  communication  activities  of  Nordiska
Textilakademin,  the European Union, the TEXTILE HERITAGE INSPIRING CREATIVES - CREATEX project and of the EUROPE
CREATIVE program.
The Materials collected will be stored, including in electronic form and on any technological support for the purposes and within the
limits  defined  above.  The  Materials  may  be disseminated  on the  websites  of  Nordiska Textilakademin,  the  TEXTILE  HERITAGE
INSPIRING CREATIVES - CREATEX project, the CREATIVE EUROPE program and the European Union, as well as through social
network channels (such as but not limited to, facebook, twitter, youtube).

The provision of personal data is optional; however, any refusal to provide data will make it impossible to process this application.
Personal data may be communicated to employees, collaborators and service providers of Nordiska Textilakademin and staff of the
European Union, insofar as it is strictly necessary for the attainment of the aforementioned purposes.
Processing will last no longer than necessary to fulfil the purposes for which the data was collected and, in any case, no later than 5
years after the end of the TEXTILE HERITAGE INSPIRING CREATIVES - CREATEX project. After this period, the data will be made
anonymous or deleted.
At any time, the interested party may exercise their rights referred to in art. 15 et. seq. of EU Regulation 679/2016, requesting, among
other  things,  the withdrawal  of  authorization to process images,  communication of the data in an intelligible form, its cancellation,
updating or rectification, opposition to its processing, by written communication to be sent to createx@nordiskatextilakademin.se.
The undersigned declares to have read the information and gives his/her consent to the processing of his/her data.

 

Place and date ________________________________________

Legible signature _______________________________________
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